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Abraham Lincoln Speeches Writings 1859 1865
This volume, with 'Speeches and writings 1859-1865-, comprises the most comprehensive selection ever published.
Over 240 speeches, letters, and drafts take Lincoln from rural lawyer to U.S. senator, and chart his emergence as an
eloquent antislavery advocate and defender of the Constitution. Included are the complete Lincoln-Douglas Debates,
perhaps the most famous confrontation in American political history.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this
work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
Over 550 speeches, messages, proclamations, letters, and other writings. "Folks are usually about as happy as they
make their minds up to be." Abraham Lincoln
Abraham Lincoln was the greatest writer of the Civil War as well as its greatest political leader. His clear, beautiful, and at
times uncompromisingly severe language forever shaped the nation’s understanding of its most terrible conflict. This
volume, along with its companion, Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1832–1858, comprises the most
comprehensive selection ever published. Over 550 speeches, messages, proclamations, letters, and other
writings—including the Inaugural and Gettysburg addresses and the moving condolence letter to Mrs. Bixby—record the
words and deeds with which Lincoln defended, preserved, and redefined the Union. LIBRARY OF AMERICA is an
independent nonprofit cultural organization founded in 1979 to preserve our nation’s literary heritage by publishing, and
keeping permanently in print, America’s best and most significant writing. The Library of America series includes more
than 300 volumes to date, authoritative editions that average 1,000 pages in length, feature cloth covers, sewn bindings,
and ribbon markers, and are printed on premium acid-free paper that will last for centuries.
Winner of the Lincoln Prize Lincoln at Cooper Union explores Lincoln's most influential and widely reported prePage 1/8
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presidential address -- an extraordinary appeal by the western politician to the eastern elite that propelled him toward the
Republican nomination for president. Delivered in New York in February 1860, the Cooper Union speech dispelled
doubts about Lincoln's suitability for the presidency and reassured conservatives of his moderation while reaffirming his
opposition to slavery to Republican progressives. Award-winning Lincoln scholar Harold Holzer places Lincoln and his
speech in the context of the times -- an era of racism, politicized journalism, and public oratory as entertainment -- and
shows how the candidate framed the speech as an opportunity to continue his famous "debates" with his archrival
Democrat Stephen A. Douglas on the question of slavery. Holzer describes the enormous risk Lincoln took by appearing
in New York, where he exposed himself to the country's most critical audience and took on Republican Senator William
Henry Seward of New York, the front runner, in his own backyard. Then he recounts a brilliant and innovative public
relations campaign, as Lincoln took the speech "on the road" in his successful quest for the presidency.
The Address was delivered at the dedication of the Soldiers' National Cemetery in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, on the
afternoon of Thursday, November 19, 1863, during the American Civil War, four and a half months after the Union armies
defeated those of the Confederacy at the decisive Battle of Gettysburg. In just over two minutes, Lincoln invoked the
principles of human equality espoused by the Declaration of Independence and redefined the Civil War as a struggle not
merely for the Union, but as "a new birth of freedom" that would bring true equality to all of its citizens, and that would
also create a unified nation in which states' rights were no longer dominant. Throughout history, some books have
changed the world. They have transformed the way we see ourselves - and each other. They have inspired debate,
dissent, war and revolution. They have enlightened, outraged, provoked and comforted. They have enriched lives - and
destroyed them. Now Penguin brings you the works of the great thinkers, pioneers, radicals and visionaries whose ideas
shook civilization and helped make us who we are.
Speeches, letters, and miscellaneous writings, Presidential messages and proclamations.
Abraham lincoln measured the promise—and cost—of American freedom in lucid and extraordinarily moving prose, famous
for its native wit, simple dignity of expressions, and peculiarly American flavor. This volume, with its companion, Abraham
Lincoln: Speeches and Writing 1859–1865, comprises the most comprehensive selection ever published. over 240
speeches, letters, and drafts take Lincoln from rural law practice to national prominence, and chart his emergence as an
eloquent antislavery advocate and defender of the constitution. included are the complete Lincoln-Douglas debates,
perhaps the most famous confrontation in American political history.
Alone among American Presidents, it is possible to imagine Lincoln, grown up in a different milieu, becoming a
distinguished writer of a not merely political kind. --Edmund Wilson Ranging from finely honed legal argument to wry and
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some sometimes savage humor to private correspondence and political rhetoric of unsurpassed grandeur, the writings
collected in this volume are at once a literary testament of the greatest writer ever to occupy the White House and a
documentary history of America in Abraham Lincoln?s time. They record Lincoln?s campaigns for public office; the
evolution of his stand against slavery; his electrifying debates with Stephen Douglas; his conduct of the Civil War; and the
great public utterances of his presidency, including the Emancipation Proclamation and the Gettysburg Address. Library
of America Paperback Classics feature authoritative texts drawn from the acclaimed Library of America series and
introduced by today?s most distinguished scholars and writers. Each book features a detailed chronology of the author?s
life and career, and essay on the choice of the text, and notes. The contents of this Paperback Classic are drawn from
Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1832- 1858 and Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1859-1865, volumes
number 45 and 46 in the Library of America series. They are joined in the series by a companion volume, number 192s,
The Lincoln Anthology: Great Writers on his Life and Legacy from 1860 to Now.
Abraham Lincoln measured the promise—and cost—of American freedom in lucid and extraordinarily moving prose,
famous for its native wit, simple dignity of expressions, and peculiarly American flavor. This volume, with its companion,
Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writing 1859–1865, comprises the most comprehensive selection ever published. over
240 speeches, letters, and drafts take Lincoln from rural law practice to national prominence, and chart his emergence as
an eloquent antislavery advocate and defender of the constitution. included are the complete Lincoln-Douglas debates,
perhaps the most famous confrontation in American political history. LIBRARY OF AMERICA is an independent nonprofit
cultural organization founded in 1979 to preserve our nation’s literary heritage by publishing, and keeping permanently in
print, America’s best and most significant writing. The Library of America series includes more than 300 volumes to date,
authoritative editions that average 1,000 pages in length, feature cloth covers, sewn bindings, and ribbon markers, and
are printed on premium acid-free paper that will last for centuries.
One of the Wall Street Journal's Ten Best Books of the Year | A Washington Post Notable Book | A Christian Science
Monitor and Kirkus Reviews Best Book of 2020 Winner of the Gilder Lehrman Abraham Lincoln Prize and the Abraham
Lincoln Institute Book Award "A marvelous cultural biography that captures Lincoln in all his historical fullness. . . . using
popular culture in this way, to fill out the context surrounding Lincoln, is what makes Mr. Reynolds's biography so
different and so compelling . . . Where did the sympathy and compassion expressed in [Lincoln's] Second
Inaugural—'With malice toward none; with charity for all'—come from? This big, wonderful book provides the richest cultural
context to explain that, and everything else, about Lincoln." —Gordon Wood, Wall Street Journal From one of the great
historians of nineteenth-century America, a revelatory and enthralling new biography of Lincoln, many years in the
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making, that brings him to life within his turbulent age David S. Reynolds, author of the Bancroft Prize-winning cultural
biography of Walt Whitman and many other iconic works of nineteenth century American history, understands the
currents in which Abraham Lincoln swam as well as anyone alive. His magisterial biography Abe is the product of fullbody immersion into the riotous tumult of American life in the decades before the Civil War. It was a country growing up
and being pulled apart at the same time, with a democratic popular culture that reflected the country's contradictions.
Lincoln's lineage was considered auspicious by Emerson, Whitman, and others who prophesied that a new man from the
West would emerge to balance North and South. From New England Puritan stock on his father's side and Virginia
Cavalier gentry on his mother's, Lincoln was linked by blood to the central conflict of the age. And an enduring theme of
his life, Reynolds shows, was his genius for striking a balance between opposing forces. Lacking formal schooling but
with an unquenchable thirst for self-improvement, Lincoln had a talent for wrestling and bawdy jokes that made him
popular with his peers, even as his appetite for poetry and prodigious gifts for memorization set him apart from them
through his childhood, his years as a lawyer, and his entrance into politics. No one can transcend the limitations of their
time, and Lincoln was no exception. But what emerges from Reynolds's masterful reckoning is a man who at each stage
in his life managed to arrive at a broader view of things than all but his most enlightened peers. As a politician, he moved
too slowly for some and too swiftly for many, but he always pushed toward justice while keeping the whole nation in mind.
Abe culminates, of course, in the Civil War, the defining test of Lincoln and his beloved country. Reynolds shows us the
extraordinary range of cultural knowledge Lincoln drew from as he shaped a vision of true union, transforming, in Martin
Luther King Jr.'s words, "the jangling discords of our nation into a beautiful symphony of brotherhood." Abraham Lincoln
did not come out of nowhere. But if he was shaped by his times, he also managed at his life's fateful hour to shape them
to an extent few could have foreseen. Ultimately, this is the great drama that astonishes us still, and that Abe brings to
fresh and vivid life. The measure of that life will always be part of our American education.
This Library of America Paperback Classic edition brings together the most essential writings of America's heroic Civil
War president, complete with detailed notes, a chronology of Lincoln's life and political career, and an introduction by the
novelist Gore Vidal. Ranging from finely honed legal argument to wry and some sometimes savage humor to private
correspondence and political rhetoric of unsurpassed grandeur, the writings collected in this volume are at once a literary
testament of the greatest writer ever to occupy the White House and a documentary history of America in Abraham
Lincoln's time. They record Lincoln's campaigns for public office; the evolution of his stand against slavery; his electrifying
debates with Stephen Douglas; his conduct of the Civil War; and the great public utterances of his presidency, including
the Emancipation Proclamation and the Gettysburg Address. Library of America Paperback Classics feature authoritative
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texts drawn from the acclaimed Library of America series and introduced by today's most distinguished scholars and
writers. The contents of this Paperback Classic are drawn from Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1832- 1858
and Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1859-1865, volumes number 45 and 46 in the Library of America series.
They are joined in the series by a companion volume, number 192s, The Lincoln Anthology: Great Writers on his Life and
Legacy from 1860 to Now.
This book examines the Nanjing decade of Guomindang rule (1927-1937) and the early post-Mao reform era
(1980-1992) of Chinese history that have commonly been viewed as periods of state disintegration or retreat. And they
were--at the central level. When reexamined at the local level, however, both are revealed as periods of state building.
The defining rhetoric of Abraham Lincoln – politician, president, and emancipator Penguin presents a series of six
portable, accessible, and—above all—essential reads from American political history, selected by leading scholars. Series
editor Richard Beeman, author of The Penguin Guide to the U.S. Constitution, draws together the great texts of American
civic life to create a timely and informative mini-library of perennially vital issues. Whether readers are encountering these
classic writings for the first time, or brushing up in anticipation of the 50th anniversary of the Civil Rights Act, these slim
volumes will serve as a powerful and illuminating resource for scholars, students, and civic-minded citizens. As president,
Abraham Lincoln endowed the American language with a vigor and moral energy that have all but disappeared from
today's public rhetoric. His words are testaments of our history, windows into his enigmatic personality, and resonant
examples of the writer's art. Renowned Lincoln and Civil War scholar Allen C. Guelzo brings together this volume of
Lincoln Speeches that span the classic and obscure, the lyrical and historical, the inspirational and intellectual. The book
contains everything from classic speeches that any citizen would recognize—the first debate with Stephen Douglas, the
"House Divided" Speech, the Gettysburg Address, the Second Inaugural Address—to the less known ones that professed
Lincoln fans will come to enjoy and intellectuals and critics praise. These orations show the contours of the civic
dilemmas Lincoln, and America itself, encountered: the slavery issue, state v. federal power, citizens and their duty,
death and destruction, the coming of freedom, the meaning of the Constitution, and what it means to progress.
From acclaimed scholar Henry Louis Gates, Jr., the most comprehensive collection of Lincoln's writings on race and
slavery Generations of Americans have debated the meaning of Abraham Lincoln's views on race and slavery. He issued
the Emancipation Proclamation and supported a constitutional amendment to outlaw slavery, yet he also harbored grave
doubts about the intellectual capacity of African Americans, publicly used the n-word until at least 1862, and favored
permanent racial segregation. In this book—the first complete collection of Lincoln's important writings on both race and
slavery—readers can explore these contradictions through Lincoln's own words. Acclaimed Harvard scholar and
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documentary filmmaker Henry Louis Gates, Jr., presents the full range of Lincoln's views, gathered from his private
letters, speeches, official documents, and even race jokes, arranged chronologically from the late 1830s to the 1860s.
Complete with definitive texts, rich historical notes, and an original introduction by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., this book
charts the progress of a war within Lincoln himself. We witness his struggles with conflicting aims and ideas—a hatred of
slavery and a belief in the political equality of all men, but also anti-black prejudices and a determination to preserve the
Union even at the cost of preserving slavery. We also watch the evolution of his racial views, especially in reaction to the
heroic fighting of black Union troops. At turns inspiring and disturbing, Lincoln on Race and Slavery is indispensable for
understanding what Lincoln's views meant for his generation—and what they mean for our own.
Abraham Lincoln was the greatest writer of the Civil War as well as its greatest political leader. His clear, beautiful, and at times
uncompromisingly severe language forever shaped the nation’s understanding of its most terrible conflict. This volume, along with its
companion, Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1832–1858, comprises the most comprehensive selection ever published. Over 550
speeches, messages, proclamations, letters, and other writings—including the Inaugural and Gettysburg addresses and the moving
condolence letter to Mrs. Bixby—record the words and deeds with which Lincoln defended, preserved, and redefined the Union.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This
work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction
of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The definitive Library of America edition of Lincoln's essential writings, now in a deluxe two-volume boxed set. Abraham Lincoln, America's
heroic Civil War president, was also the greatest writer ever to occupy the White House. His addresses at Gettysburg and at his inaugurals,
his presidential messages and public lectures, are an essential record of the war and have forever shaped the nation's memories of it. This
deluxe two-volume boxed set gathers Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1832-1858 and Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings
1859-1865, first published in 1990, which together have been hailed as the best selection of Lincoln's writings available today, perhaps the
best ever (Christian Science Monitor). Edited by the late historian Don E. Fehrenbacher, these two books include all Lincoln's significant
works from the entirety of his public life, including both sides of the complete Lincoln-Douglas debates, dozens of speeches, hundreds of
personal and political letters, communications to the generals in the field, presidential messages and proclamations, poems, and private
reflections on democracy, slavery, and the meaning of the Civil War's immense suffering. This is the definitive Lincoln for the general reader,
a momentous and thrilling addition to any private library in the words of the great literary critic Alfred Kazin. LIBRARY OF AMERICA is an
independent nonprofit cultural organization founded in 1979 to preserve our nation's literary heritage by publishing, and keeping permanently
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in print, America's best and most significant writing. The Library of America series includes more than 300 volumes to date, authoritative
editions that average 1,000 pages in length, feature cloth covers, sewn bindings, and ribbon markers, and are printed on premium acid-free
paper that will last for centuries.
A collection of quotations from the sixteenth President, that includes insights into the man by those who knew him best, from his wife, Mary
Todd Lincoln, to his greatest political opponent, Stephen A. Douglas.
-- Thomas F. Schwartz, Illinois Historic Preservation Agency, Lincoln Herald

Celebrate the bicentennial of Abraham Lincoln's birth with this new edition of his greatest speeches and writings Abraham Lincoln
endowed the American language with a vigor and moral energy that has all but disappeared from today's public rhetoric. Lincoln's
writings are testaments of our history, windows into his enigmatic personality, and resonant examples of the writer's art. The
Portable Abraham Lincoln contains the great public speeches - the first debate with Stephen Douglas, the "House Divided"
speech, the Gettysburg Address, the Second Inaugural Address - along with less familiar letters and memoranda that chart
Lincoln's political career, his evolving stand against slavery, and his day-to-day conduct of the Civil War. This edition includes a
revised introduction, updated notes on the text, a chronology of Lincoln's life, and four new selections of his writing. For more than
seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700
titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines.
Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
The collected letters, speeches, etc. written by Abraham Lincoln.
* Beautifully illustrated with atmospheric images, this is the second of two superb volumes of Lincoln's speeches and writings.*
Lincoln measured the promise--and cost--of American freedom in lucid and extraordinarily moving prose. Here in this Volume Two
of this two volume set ("Speeches and Writings 1859-1865" and "Speeches and Writings 1832-1858"), are all the significant works,
including the complete Lincoln-Douglas debates, dozens of speeches, hundreds of personal and political letters, communications
to generals in the field, presidential messages and proclamations, poems, and private reflections on democracy, slavery, and the
meaning of the Civil War's immense impact on the United States of America. * This meticulous edition from Heritage Illustrated
Publishing is a faithful reproduction of the original text and is enhanced with images carefully selected by our team of professional
editors.
A three-volume boxed set includes two volumes of the sixteenth president's speeches and writings, along with an anthology of
fiction, prose, and poetry by authors ranging from Churchill and Grant to Tolstoy and Twain.
Abraham Lincoln, the greatest of all American presidents, left us a vast legacy of writings, some of which are among the most
famous in our history. Lincoln was a marvelous writer—from the humblest letter to his great speeches, including his inaugural
addresses, the Emancipation Proclamation, and the Gettysburg Address. His sentences were so memorably crafted that many
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resonate across the years. "Fourscore and seven years ago," begins the Gettysburg Address, "our fathers brought forth on this
continent a new nation, conceived in liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal." In 1940, the prolific
author and historian Philip Van Doren Stern produced this volume as a guide to Lincoln's life through his writings. Stern's "Life of
Abraham Lincoln" is a full biography of the man and includes a detailed chronology. Stern has collected all the essential texts of
Lincoln's public life, from his first public address—a stump speech in New Salem, Illinois, in 1832 for an election he went on to
lose—to his last piece of public writing, a pass to a congressman who was to visit the president the day after Lincoln went to Ford's
Theater on April 14, 1865. Some 275 such documents are collected and placed in their historical context. Together with the "Life"
and the Introduction, "Lincoln in His Writings," by noted historian Allan Nevins, they give a full and vivid picture of Abraham
Lincoln.
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